
ON CURVATURES OF SPACES WITH NORMAL

GENERAL CONNECTIONS, I

BY TOMINOSUKE OTSUKI

In a previous paper [7], the curvature tensor of a space with a general con-
nection was defined by formulas analogous to the classical ones for the spaces with
affine connections. As is well known, the RiccFs formula

is fundamental for the theory of differential geometry in the large, for instance,
the holonomy group.

In this paper, the author will investigate the formula for spaces with normal
general connections, making use of the results obtained in [12] regarding basic
curves in such spaces. He will use the notations in [8], [10], [11] and [12].

§ 1. The curvature tensor of a space with a general connection.

Let 36 be an ^-dimensional differentiate manifold with a general connection Γ
written in terms of local coordinates uι as

By (6.28) in [7], the components of the curvature tensor of the space are given
by

(1.1)

where

Γ,

and δ{ are the Kronecker's δ. The formulas can be written as follows:
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_ p.i\

hence
3/ίL, dΛl, AI ΛmLmkΛίh

(1.2)

(1.1) is of contravariant form and (1.2) is of covaπant form of the component RιJhk.

§ 2. The curvature tensors of the contravariant part and the covariant part
of a normal general connection.

Let Γ be a normal general connection, i. e. let the tensor

be normal.υ Let Q be the tensor such that Q=P~1 on the image of P and Q—P
on the kernel of P regarding P as a homomorphism of the tangent bundle T(X)
of 36. Let A = QP=PQ with local components A{ be the projection of T(36) onto
the image of P and N=l—A with local components N{ be the projection of T(X)
onto the kernel of P. We say A the canonical projection of Γ.

Let T=QΓ be the contravariant part of Γ and "Γ=ΓQ be the covariant part
of Γ which are written as 2 )

'Γ=duj (x) (A\d2u* 4- T{hdu' (g) duh)
and

and we have
fΓίh — QιΓlίh a n d "f Λ3

ίh—ΛJ

lhQ\y

where

Now, we denote the components of the curvature tensors of the two normal
general connections T and "Γ by fRi3

hk and "Rjhk, which are defined by the
formulas (1.1) for them respectively.

LEMMA 2.1. For the curvature tensor of the contravariant part T=QΓ of any
normal general connection Γ we have

(2.1)

1) See [10], § 1.

2) See [10], §3 and [11], § 1.

3) Άih=>rL-j^.
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Proof. We have

( 2f Λl Ά'Λl>

duh duk + ίh mk~ tk Λ

Making use of 'i?Λ*, these can be written as

-{'Γ

m_Ajl
dAl ,At

On the other hand, we have easily

and
dA\

A-*f Λι fΛm + AJ '/

Λj/Π /Am A3 m (' Am / Am A t\
— Λ j ί mh /ιik **-l Λ h \ JLίk /1lk-tiιJ

Ά A3 / P) A t \

°Άl Mll'frn fiJt — Am % \='Γj 'A1-
tk ι t duk I lh %k'

Hence, the terms but 'Rihk of the last side of the above equation cancel with each
others and so we get (2.1). q. e. d.

LEMMA 2.2. For the curvature tensor of the coυariant part "Γ—ΓQ of any
normal general connection Γ, we have

O 9\ Ajί mh . 1 "Γι πΓι —"Γι nΓt \ Am — "PJ
\6.6) l\ p)i h d7~k L th L mk L tk J mh J^-τ — -K-iJhk

Proof We have

/ r)NΓι f)nΓι \
A3 [ mfc m h I ft Γl " p t Π pi //pt Am

Λ M ΛΛ.K Ω«,k * L ih *- mk L Ik L mh\-n*i

ι WΓι \ 1
m k m h I ΠΓ3 trpi rrpj //pt [Am

K!3(npι //pt "Γl npt \Am
~ ^ l \ L th L mk~ L tk L mh)Άx'

On the other hand, we have easily



and
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7) A 3
"PJ At _ A3" At __// A3 I ι A t A in At —TSJjr'pt

1 th^m -tit ίlmh /1mh> Λ fb ^ m -^-t /Lmh — i V t L mh

dAf
AίJ//Pt (" Λm "Pm Al\ WPt L_ A Ii y t x mh\ /ιik L Ik-^τ) i y t *- mh Λ k ^^-z

Hence, the terms but "Rtfuk of the last side of the above equation cancel with
each others and so we get (2.2). q. e. d.

We denote the curvature forms of the normal general connection Γ, its con-
tra variant part 'Γ and its covariant part "Γ by

ί=-γ RiihkduhAdu\ Ή{ = - | - 'RιhkduhAduk

and

respectively. We say a tensor is A-invariant if it is invariant under the homo-
morphism on the tensor bundles over 36 induced from A. From these lemmas, we
obtain easily the following

THEOREM 1. The curvature forms of the contraυariant part and the covariant
part of a normal general connection Γ are A-invariant on any A-invariant 2-
dimensional tangent plane, where A is the canonical projection of Γ.

§ 3. Some relations between the curvature tensors of a normal general con-
nection and its contravariant and covariant parts.

For a normal general connection Γ, let be

and "Ni>h=ΛihN*,

which are the local components of the general connections NΓ and ΓN respectively.
Since λ(NΓ)=λ(ΓN)=0, NΓ and ΓN are both tensor fields of type (1, 2) on 36.

From the formula (1.1), we have

( I 7)PI fpt P)pi / Γt \ 1

pj I u*t L mk UΓt L mh i pj pi fpt pj pi ,pt I pm
l\ dφ du~k ) lh l mk~ lk w Λ p *

Now, we denote the covariant differential operator of T=QΓ by 'D. Since P
is ^.-invariant, we have
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Since

we have

(3.2)

' DP3

% 1 duh
m \ ' Γ1

% - j - L l

ι P3f

pi pi

fT)pi
zj —pj_t-—JL-_L.']\r,j.pi
Oi.h-^i a1jh -r J vιJκr'τ.

Making use of (2.1), (3.1) and (3.2), the above equations can be written as

ί 'ΏP1 fΏPι

where M{ — P{P\. Furthermore

//|ί Dϊϊt Λt % pt f Πm I t At

and

I f

JDP\ ,Nt

duk k

DP[
I ft pm At _ » I

duk

the above equations can be written as

' N ιu I Pm

+Pί
(3.3)

'DPI I 'DP[

duh \ duk duk

/τ)pι rjjpt

-'N^Pl-ψ^-'MkPl -ψt
duk duh

'DPI Ί

duk
I Urn

h l-Γi

We call attention to the fact that the right side of the above formula is written
in terms of the quantities of QΓ and NΓ.

In the next place, we will try to describe RI3MC in terms of the quantities of
ΓQ and ΓN. Analogously to (3.1) and (3.2), we have

(3 4)
nT)P3 f)P3

~J^r^^r+"A^P[-pι"Γί^Ai
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and
b\,h=Γ{hP\-P\Λ\h

f)At

that is

(3.5) δi,h=

Making use of (2.2), (3.4) and (3.5), from the formula (1.2) we have

// Al ΊDt pj/f Λl pt

Since

and

dΰk p m , ,, /

duh duk

{-pi"

-{-Pί"Λ\h+Γih)Pi"Nimu+(-Pl"Λ\k+rik)Pi"N™h

'NJh[ "^P} +"Ni™λ-"Nm-k<

f) A1

the above equations can be written as

+
(3.6)

"DP3 "DP3

^ Γ t p t //AT7H, I ^ ι p t . n j
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THEOREM 2. Let Γ be any normal general connection and rΩ{ and "Ω{ be the
curvature forms of its contravariant part and its covariant part respectively, then

(3.7) PlfΩ\ = "ΩίI*,

where P=du,®P{du%=λ(Γ).

Proof Making use of (2.1) and (2.2), from (3.3) and (3.6) we get the equation:

Pi Ώ\+A\ 'DPlΛCDPA-'Nm'kdu^Qΐ-Qi rDP\/\'Njkduk-A™

By means of (3.1) and (3.4), we get easily

(3.8) Al'DP\=fDP{ and "

By means of (3.2) and (3.5), we get similarly

(3.9) 'DP{ = QlDό\ and "DP{=DδlQ[.

Substituting these into the above equation, we get

On the other hand, we have easily

°l,h ^It k——ΓtΛ

and
nN,J Pi1 — A* NtΓ1 Pm

l\lJh0itk— ΛthiS tL mkΓz.

Making use of the equations, the terms but P{ fΩ\ and "Ω{P\ in the last equation
cancel with each others. Hence we have

P{fΩ\ = "Ω{Pl q.e.d.

§ 4. The Ricci's formula for spaces with normal general connections.

In [12], the author proved that for a basic curve C: uJ = uj(t) in a space with
a normal general connection Γ, any A-invaπant vector V{ of 36 at uJ

Q=uj(t0) can
be uniquely translated parallel along C such that the parallelly translated vector Vj(t)
is A -invariant at each point of the curve, if Γ is contra variantly proper, that is

(4.1) NίΓfnA\ATl=Q,

and the same fact holds good for A -invariant covariant vectors, if /' is covariantly
proper, that is

(4.2) AlΛ*mNlAt=0»

Let D be the basic covariant differential operator of Γ. In [12], the author
proved that along a basic curve the two conditions for a contravariant vector VJ:

4) See [12], Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2.
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and

at

are equivalent to each others, if Γ is contravariantly proper. Analogously, the two
conditions for a covariant vector W%\

and

AlW^O, ^ ^ = 0

are equivalent to each others, if Γ is covariantly proper.5)

Now, we say that a general connection Γ is integrable when the distribution
of the tangent subspace PX=P(TX(X)), P=λ(Γ\ #€#, is completely integrable. If
Γ is normal, the condition that Γ is integrable is equivalent to that for any two
A -invariant vector fields X3=P{xι and Y3=P{y\ we have

mix, γγ=o,
that is

x3 and y3 are components of arbitrary contravariant vectors, hence the above
condition can be replaced by

or

Now, let Γ be a contravariantly proper and integrable normal general connec-
tion. On an integral submanifold 2) of the distribution Px, take a curve and
consider an A-invariant contravariant vector field Vj parallelly translated along this
curve, then we have

(4.4) DV^=dV^+fΛJ

ihV
iduh=O

by means of (4.8) in [10]. Take a two-dimensional cell uι = uι{t,w) on % (t,w)
€[—1, l]x[—1, 1], We denote the variations corresponding to t and w by d and δ
respectively. Then, the infinitesimal difference between the vectors obtained by
parallel translating an A -invariant contravariant vector Vj at the initial point
uί = uJ(0,0) firstly along a /-curve and secondly a w-curve and firstly along a w-

5) See [12], Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2.
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curve and secondly a /-curve is given by

The left hand side are the components of an A -invariant infinitesimal contra variant
vector from the above mentioned fact, and so we have

i f ΛP _r Λi / ΛP I AmV%ήii*>

which

(4.5)

(dδ

can

- U(

be

fftVJ

written

A j I

as

d Λmk

dφ

(dδ—l

duk

i3hkVίdufιδuk

by means of (2.1).
Analogously consider the case in which /Ms a co variant ly proper and integrable

normal general connection. On an integral submanifold 2) of the distribution Px,
take a curve and an A -invariant co variant vector field W% parallelly translated
along this curve, then we have

(4.6) DWi=dWi-"ΓίhWjdu*=O

by means of (4.8) in [10]. Take a two-dimensional cell on 9) and consider the
same thing for an A -invariant vector W% at the initial point as mentioned obove,
then we have easily

(dδ-δd)Wt =

The left hand side are the components of an ^.-invariant infinitesimal co variant
vector and so we have

(dδ-δd)Wι=Aί

which can be written as

(4.7) (dδ-δd)Wτ=
//Ri\kWjduhδuk

by means of (2.2).

From the form of the left hand side of (4.5) and (4.7), these correspond to the
formula of Ricci in the classical theory of affine connections.

We define for a normal and integrable general connection Γ its holonomy
groups as follows: Take a point x0 of 36 and the integral submanifold $ through
x0 of the distribution of Px. Take a curve of piece-wise class C1 starting from
x0 and ending at the same point and parallelly translate ^.-invariant contravariant
vectors or covariant vectors at x0 along the curve when Γ is contravariantly
proper or covariantly proper respectively. Then we get an isomorphism on PXQ or
its dual space P^o* corresponding to the curve. The set of such isomorphisms
makes a group which we call the basic homogeneous holonomy group at x0 of the
first kind or the second kind and we denotes it by BH'(xQ) or BHΠ(XQ).
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By means of the above mentioned method of definition of the basic homogene-

ous holonomy group, the groups of the same kind at points of 2) are clearly

homologous to each others.

THEOREM 3. Let Γ be a normal and integrable general connection of a differ-

entiable manifold X. If Γ is contravariantly proper (covariantly proper) and the

fundamental group 7Γi($) has at most a countable number of elements, then the con-

nected component BH0'(x) (BH0"(x)) of the basic homogeneous holonomy group

of the first (second) kind BH\x) (BH"(x)) of Γ at a point x of H is generated by

where fR%Jhk (!fRίJhk) are the components of the curvature tensor of the contra-

variant {covariant) part fΓ ("Γ) of Γ with respect to frames parallelly translated

from a standard frame at x along any basic curves starting from x and XJ, Yj are

any A-invariant contravariant vectors.

Proof By means of the definition BH\x) or BH"(x), they are determined by

the contravariant or covariant part of Γ. Hence, by virtue of the formulas (4.5)

or (4.7), the connected component of the basic homogeneous holonomy group are

generated by the elements mentioned in this theorem respectively as in the case

of the classical affine connections.
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